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Section 1

Preamble and Background

1.A

The Preamble

1.A.1

Introduction

1.

The EFU-FSP-BPS constitute the major components of the Annual Budget Process in Jigawa
State. These set of principles provide logical starting point for the development of MediumTerm Expenditure Framework (MTEF), which highlight the context of the annual budget.
The key objective is to achieve fiscal realism and sustainability for both the medium and
long-term development of the State through an institutionalized fiscal reform.

2.

The foundation for any fiscal discipline and the attainment of fiscal realism start with the
Economic and Fiscal Update (EFU). It (the EFU) presents data and analyses information on
all the strata of the state, national and global economic and fiscal situations. This forms the
basis for fiscal and macroeconomic assumptions and projections reflected in the Fiscal
Strategy Paper which also goes further to manifest medium-term fiscal projections (revenue
and expenditure). The EFU gives a measured reflection of recent budget performance
identifying factors that significantly affect the attainment of budgetary outputs and
outcomes which transmit into the subsequent fiscal plans.

3.

The EFU provides the context for a prospective Fiscal Strategy Paper (FSP) that feeds into
the Medium-Term Expenditure Framework (MTEF) where resources are strategically
allocated taking into consideration Government policy objectives and priorities as dictated
by the budget policy statements.

4.

Thus FSP is an indispensable element in annual budget process as it determines the
resources available to fund government prioritized projects and programmes in a
sustainable manner and consistent with its development policy objectives and priorities as
encapsulated in the existing policy document. It provides justification and corroborates the
estimation for medium-term major Revenue and Expenditure aggregates including
important components of the MTEF Process such as fiscal targets, fiscal constraints and an
assessment of the fiscal risks.

1.A.2
5.

The EFU-FSP-BPS in the Budget Process

The ―GREAT TOOL‖ an acronym for Government Resource Estimation and allocation Tool
ensures that planning and budgeting process is being kick-started early in the budget
calendar. The resultant outcome of the EFU-FSP-BSP process is the Medium Terms
Expenditure Framework which feeds into the Medium-Term Sector Strategies(MTSS) of the
key sectors of the Comprehensive Development Framework (CDF) namely; Education,
Health, Agriculture, Environment, Water & Sanitation, Commerce and Investment as well as
three other sectors i.e. Women and Social Development, Economic Empowerment and Land
& Regional Development that would equally develop a simple medium-term sector plan.
Below is the budget cycle and its connection with the MTEF process summarized in the
diagram.
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Figure 1: EFU-BPS - FSP in the PEM Cycles
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6.

The development of this three-part document consisting of Economic and Fiscal Update
(EFU), Fiscal Strategy Paper (FSP) and Budget Policy Statement (BPS) is to a large extent
an integral part of the policy review and strategic planning process of the PEM Cycle and
play a significant role towards ensuring fiscal discipline and consistency of government‘s
fiscal plans with its socioeconomic development objective that reflects conformity with
international best practice.

7.

The EFU-FSP-BPS essentially:

8.

i.

Provides a summary historical view of key economic and fiscal trends at various
levels of governance expected to influence and impact on the short-term outlook of
public expenditure.

ii.

Sets out medium term fiscal objectives and targets, including tax policy; revenue
mobilisation; level of public expenditure; deficit financing and public debt; and

iii.

Produces the medium-term expenditure framework which provides indicative sector
envelopes for the period 2020-2022 which guides sectors on the production of the
MTSS which then feeds into the budget;

The EFU which provides the economic and fiscal analysis is presented in Section 2.
Primarily, it is intended to provide policy makers and decision takers with the basic
information and knowledge on the context of the annual budget and planning processes. It
also provides an assessment of budget performance (both historical and current) and
identifies significant factors affecting implementation. Additionally, the EFU includes:
a)

Overview of Global, National and State Economic Performance

b)

Overview of the Petroleum Sector

c)

Trends in budget performance over the last six years
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9.

These form the basis for determining the overall budget size over the medium term and the
sector envelopes required in the preparation of medium terms sector strategies. The FSP
thus determines the resources available to fund the development projects and programmes
relating to economic growth, human capital development, service delivery and other
administrative cost of governance. The EFU analysis which feeds into the FSP ensures
realism and sustainability in the fiscal projections. The BSP in section 4 helps to ensure
resources allocation is strategically done in line with Government development objectives
and priorities.

10.

The BEPD provide coordination and leadership for the preparation of these documents in
collaboration with the key PFM agencies being members of the technical working group.
Major decision makers and takers and other stakeholders that formed the target audience
of this important fiscal document include:
d)

The Executive Governor of the State

e)

The State Executive Council (ExCo);

f)

State Economic Planning Board

g)

State House of Assembly (SHoA);

h)

Budget & Economic planning Directorate;

i)

Ministry of Finance & Economic Planning;

j)

Due Process & Project Monitoring Bureau;

k)

All Government Ministries, Departments and Agencies (MDAs);

l)

Development Partners/Donor Agencies;

m)

Concerned Civil Society Organizations such as the Project Monitoring Partnership and
Jigawa Forum; and

n)

Interested private sector entities such as financial institutions and the organised
private sector.

1.B

Background

1.B.1

Legislative and Institutional Arrangement for PFM

11.

Extant legislations that provide legal and regulatory framework for public expenditure and
financial management system in Jigawa State are tabulated below:
Table 1: PFM Legislation

S/N
1

Legislations
1999 Constitution of the
Federal Republic of Nigeria
(as amended)

Remarks / Provisions
The 1999 constitution contains the fundamental rules for
the PFM across all States in the Federation. Sections 120 –
129 as well as 162 and 163 of the constitution made
provisions for the management of public revenue,
intergovernmental fiscal relations, taxation, appropriation
of public funds, annual accounts, audit of accounts and
investigation by the State Legislature. Sections 120 (i) and

(ii) of the Constitution of the Federal Republic of Nigeria,
1999 stipulates that

"… All revenues or other moneys raised or received by a
State … shall be paid into and form one Consolidated
Revenue Fund of the State." and that "… No moneys shall
be withdrawn from the Consolidated Revenue Fund of the
State except to meet expenditure that … has been
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authorized by an Appropriation Law… "
The Governor is required by the constitution to prepare
and lay expenditure proposals or an Appropriation Bill for
the coming year before the State Legislature.
2

The Fiscal
Law, 2009

Responsibility

The FRL makes provisions for the promotion and
enforcement of best practice in public expenditure and
financial management. It seeks to ensure strategic
prioritisation and resource allocation through the budget
process as well as the promotion of accountability,
transparency and prudence in the entire PFM process. The
law also provides for multi-year fiscal planning, including
aggregate revenue forecasts and expenditure estimates

3

The Personal Income Tax
Act, 1993 and Value Added
Tax Act, 1993 as amended

The Personal Income Tax Act and Value Added Tax Act
provide guidance on the assessment and collection of
personal income tax and value added tax, respectively

4

The Board of Internal
Revenue Service Law, 2010

Board of Internal Revenue Service Law, 2010, which [like
the Personal Income Tax Act of the Federal Government
also passed in 2010] aimed at improving the tax
administration and enhancing internally generated
revenue.

5

Public Finance [Control and
Management] Law of 1998
[CAP - P13 of the Laws of
Jigawa State [2012]

The Public Finance (Control and Management) Law
contains provisions for the management of public finance
in the State

6

The State Audit Law, Jigawa
State Laws 1998, Chapter 9

The State Audit Law has provisions that guide the
preparation and audit of all public accounts.

7

Due Process and Projects
Monitoring Law, 2009 (as
amended)

The Due Process and Projects Monitoring Law provide
guides for the achievement of an open, competitive and
transparent procurement system in the State.

8

Annual Appropriation Laws

Annual appropriation laws contained revenue and
expenditure estimates approved by the State House of
Assembly in accordance with section 120 – 123 of the
constitution.

9

Financial
Revised 2006

Instructions,

The financial instructions and stores regulations contain
instructions and guidelines for budget regulation and
accounting as well as contract records and stores
management. The Fiscal Responsibility Law and Due
Process and Projects Monitoring Law are improvements to
some of these instructions and regulations

10

Financial
Memorandum,
Revised 2016

The Financial Memorandum contain instructions and
guidelines for budget regulations and accounting as well
as contract records and stores management in the Local
Government

11

Local Government Law of
2007 as amended

The Local Government law of 2007 as amended provides
guidance for the functions, administration and other
related matters of the 27 Local Governments in the State

12

Local
Government
Harmonized Taxes, Law No.
6 2014

The Local Government Harmonized Taxes Law provides for
the harmonization of taxes and levies to be collected by
the Local Government Councils in the State.
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13

14

15

Basis for the establishment of this was Section 7(3) of the
Constitution of the Federal Republic of Nigeria. Some of
the functions of the EPB include:
i. provide inputs into the short, medium and long-term
development plans of the State and the Local
Governments in line with the State development
objectives and priorities;
ii. examine the plans and budgets of the State and Local
Government Councils for consistency with each other
and with the State development objectives and
priorities;
iii. examine and take appropriate actions on periodic
reports on budget implementation and other similar
reports from MDAs;
iv. monitor and ensure compliance with provisions of the
Economic Planning and Fiscal Responsibility Law by the
relevant Government Agencies;
This law made provision for the payment of 17% of the
The Contributory Pension
monthly gross salary of all Permanent & Pensionable staff
Scheme Law of 2001 (as
on the payroll of State and Local Governments to the
amended)
Contributory Pension Scheme Funds
This include the FSP initiated by the FG, State initiated
Other Treasury circulars
circulars related PFM reforms.
Economic Planning
Law No. 8 of 2016

Board
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1.B.2
12.

Institutional Framework for PFM in Jigawa State

MDAs are, and to a certain extent, directly involved in the preparation and implementation
of public expenditure and financial management functions of Government. However, a few
number of Agencies provide coordination and leadership, and also serve as institutional
homes that define the institutional framework for PFM in the State as indicated in the table
below:
Table 2: PFM Institutions

PFM Institutional Framework – Update on the Roles of Agencies
S/N
1

PFM Related Agencies
Ministry of Finance &
Economic Planning

2

Budget
and
Economic
Planning Directorate

3

Office of the Accountant
General

4

Board of Internal Revenue

Summaries Roles & Responsibilities
The PFM functions of the Ministry of Finance and Economic
Planning are carried by its constituent Departments and
Agencies under the leadership of the Honourable
Commissioner. These include Office of the Accountant
General, Directorate of Budget and Economic Planning and
the Board of Internal Revenue.
BEPD coordinates the entire annual planning and budget
process of the State beginning with conception of the EFUFSP-BPS to the preparation of the Medium terms Sector plans
and the Annual Appropriation Law being the major outputs.
The function of preparing the annual budget includes all
revenue aspects, recurrent expenditure (personnel and
overhead cost) and capital expenditure. The Directorate is
an Agency under the supervision of the Ministry of Finance
and Economic Planning
Office of the Accountant General which essentially is the
Treasury Department is where the financial management
functions of the Ministry of Finance are mainly centred. It
carries out general treasury operations for the government,
including collection of revenues, expenditure / accounting
controls and cash management. As the Head of the Treasury,
the Accountant General exercises the general management
and supervision of all the accounting operations of the State
Government and serves as the Chief Accounting Officer of
receipts and payments of the State Government in that
respect. The Debt Management Function is also exercised by
the AG‘s Office. The major output of the annual operations of
the Office of the Accountant General is the annual Financial
Statements which it submits to the Auditor General for
further action.
The Board of Internal Revenue Service (BIR) is also under
the supervision of the Ministry of Finance & Economic
Planning. The Board has the major mandate of revenue
collection and revenue administration including having an
oversight function of monitoring revenue collection by other
revenue generating agencies of the State Government. Some
of the major functions of BIR include: providing general
policy guidelines regarding the functions of the Board of
internal revenue, ensuring the effectiveness and optimum
collection of all taxes and penalties due to the state under
the relevant state and federal laws, supervising and
monitoring all revenue collection from the state government
agencies. On the average, BIR collects about 40% of the
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total State IGR while other MDAs collect the rest. On the
other hand, Public and Non-Public Sector PAYE constitute not
less than 70% of what the Board collects annually
The Directorate of Salaries and Pensions which is under the
supervision of the Head of the State Civil Service is
responsible for the State's Computerised Payroll System. It
undertakes the preparation of salaries and pensions for
payment for all Agencies of Government including the
Judiciary, the Legislative Arm and the Local Government
Councils
The Office of Auditor General of the State audits all accounts
of government. It posts auditors to all MDAs to undertake
post payment audit of transactions. In addition, the Auditor
General embarks on annual audits of public accounts
prepared by the Accountant General and publishes audit
reports.
The Auditor General of Local Governments
facilitates the audit of the financial statements of all LGs in
the State and issues a report annually. Both the Auditor
General of the State and the Auditor General of Local
Governments report to the PAC Committee of State House of
Assembly.
The Due Process and Project Monitoring Bureau regulates all
procurement activities and carries out certification of
transactions

5

Directorate of Salaries and
Pensions in the Office of
the Head of Service

6

Office of Auditor Generals
(State
and
Local
Governments)

7

Due Process and Project
Monitoring Bureau;

8

Ministry
for
Local
The Ministry for Local Government & Community
Government
and
Development7, supervises the Public Financial Management
Community Development
process of 27 Local Governments in the State. It ensures
that Local Governments abide by the provisions of Financial
Memorandum and all matters relating to local government
finances. For closer monitoring and supervision, the Ministry
established 9No. Zonal offices across the State.

1.B.3
13.

Overview of Budget Calendar

Section 10.5 of the Jigawa State Comprehensive Development Framework provides a
framework for Public Expenditure & Financial Management Reforms and presents a Generic
Budget Calendar within which the annual budget process should be pursued. The
indicative Generic Budget Calendar for Jigawa State Government is presented in table 1
below:
Table 3: Budget Calendar

Stage
A - MTSS / MTEF REVIEW

Date (s)

Responsibility

Baseline Data Collection on KPIs for MTSS / CDF Review

April/May

BEPD

Medium Term Budget Framework / Fiscal Strategy Paper

April/June

Working Group

MTSS Performance Evaluation and Review Process

May/June

BEPD/Sectors

Sector Desk Officer Follow-ups on MTSS / MTSF Performance
Review
Medium-Term Sector Envelops

May/June

BEPD

June

BEPD

Government Approval / Endorsement of Medium Terms Budget
Framework / Sector Envelops / Budget Ceilings

June

EXCO



Review of Government Policies



Macro-Economic Analysis



Review of Fiscal Aggregates:
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Issuance of MTSS / MTSF Roll-over Circular (with Sector
Envelops)
Sector Planning Teams / Stakeholder Briefings on MTSS / MTSF
Roll-over Process

June

BEPD

June

BEPD

MTSS Roll-Over Process, Strategy Sessions and Follow-ups
Meetings by Sector Desk Officers
Finalize Review of Medium Term Documents (MTSS/MTSF)

June/July

BEPD

July

Sectors/BEPD

Approval of Finalized MTSS / MTSF Documents

July/Aug

EXCO/SHoA

 Issuance of Annual Revenue Circular / Data collection of
Revenue Performance
 Compilation and Entry (into IFMIS) of Incoming Fiscal Year
Revenue Estimates
 Budget Framework Update: Review and Update of Fiscal
Aggregates and Preparation of Budget Ceilings for Incoming Fiscal Year
 EXCO Briefing on Incoming Year Budget Framework

June

BEPD

June/July

BEPD

July

BEPD

July

MOF&EP

 Government Approval / Endorsement of Budget Ceilings

July

EXCO

Issuance of Annual Budget Call Circular with Ceilings to
MDAs
Submission and Review (Examination) of Budget Proposals by
Sector Desk Officers and Schedule Officers
Bilateral Discussions with Government Agencies

August

BEPD

Sept.

MDAs/BEPD

Sept/Oct

BEPD/MDAs

Follow-ups and Budget Data Entry into IFMIS

October

BEPD

Preliminary Discussions on Draft Budget (Governor / Govt.
Policy Team (EPB)
High-Level Budget Sessions with Governor

October

BEPD

Oct/ Nov.

HE/BEPD/Sectors

Presentation of Draft Budget Estimates (Consolidated Revenue
and Expenditure proposals)

November

EPB

Annual Executive Council Budget Session / Approval of Draft
Proposed Budget

November

EXCO

Preparation of the Budget Speech and Presentation of the
Appropriation Bill to the House of Assembly

November

BEPD / HE

House Deliberation and Passage of Appropriation Law

Nov / Dec

SHoA

Signing of the Appropriation Law

December

HE

Issuance of the General Release Warrant

January

BEPD

Issuance of Budget Implementation Guidelines Circular with
Approved Budget Portions and Work Plans
Finalize Budget Implementation Profiles (work plan) and obtain
Governor / Exco Approval
Press Briefing by Commissioner for Finance and Economic
Planning
Publish Approved Budget Document

January

BEPD

January

BEPD/MOF&EP

Jan/Feb

MOF&EP

Feb/Mar

BEPD

B - ANNUAL BUDGET PROCESS
Annual Budget Preliminaries

C - BUDGET IMPLEMENTATION FRAMEWORK
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Section 2
2.A
14.

Economic and Fiscal Updates

Economic Overview
The Economic Updates take a close look at recent trends of economic developments from
the global level down to the local economy and the likely impact of observed trends on
future growth prospects. This is very important given the large exposure of the Nigerian
economy to the ups and downs of global economic developments as affected by commodity
prices, foreign direct investments, dollarization of international trade as well as the
inexplicable influence of international financial institutions – particularly the World Bank and
IMF – on the national economy.

2.A.1

Global Economy

15.

Based on the International Monetary Fund‘s (IMF's) April 2019World Economic Outlook
(WEO)update1, one year ago, economic activity was accelerating in almost all regions of the
world and the global economy was projected to grow at 3.9 percent in 2018 and 2019. One
year later, much has changed: the escalation of US–China trade tensions, macroeconomic
stress in Argentina and Turkey, disruptions to the auto sector in Germany, tighter credit
policies in China, and financial tightening alongside the normalization of monetary policy in
the larger advanced economies have all contributed to a significantly weakened global
expansion, especially in the second half of 2018.

16.

The WEO also projects a decline in growth in 2019 for 70 percent of the global economy.
Global growth, which peaked at close to 4 percent in 2017, softened to 3.6 percent in 2018,
and is projected to decline further to 3.3 percent in 2019. Although a 3.3 percent global
expansion is still reasonable, the outlook for many countries is very challenging, with
considerable uncertainties in the short term, especially as advanced economy growth rates
converge toward their modest long-term potential.

17.

While 2019 started out on a weak footing, a pickup is expected in the second half of the
year. This pickup is supported by significant policy accommodation by major economies,
made possible by the absence of inflationary pressures despite closing output gaps. The US
Federal Reserve, in response to rising global risks, paused interest rate increases and
signalled no increases for the rest of the year. The European Central Bank, the Bank of
Japan, and the Bank of England have all shifted to a more accommodative stance. China
has ramped up its fiscal and monetary stimulus to counter the negative effect of trade
tariffs. Furthermore, the outlook for US–China trade tensions has improved as the
prospects of a trade agreement take shape.

18.

These policy responses have helped reverse the tightening of financial conditions to varying
degrees across countries. Emerging markets have experienced a resumption in portfolio
flows, a decline in sovereign borrowing costs, and a strengthening of their currencies
relative to the dollar. While the improvement in financial markets has been rapid, those in
the real economy have yet to materialize. Measures of industrial production and investment
remain weak for most advanced and emerging economies, and global trade has yet to
recover. With improvements expected in the second half of 2019, global economic growth
in 2020 is projected to return to 3.6 percent.

19.

This return is predicated on a rebound in Argentina and Turkey and some improvement in a
set of other stressed emerging market and developing economies, and therefore subject to
considerable uncertainty. Beyond 2020 growth will stabilize at around 3½ percent,
bolstered mainly by growth in China and India and their increasing weights in world
income. Growth in advanced economies will continue to slow gradually as the impact of US

1

https://www.imf.org/en/Publications/WEO/Issues/2019/03/28/world-economic-outlook-april2019
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fiscal stimulus fades and growth tends toward the modest potential for the group, given
ageing trends and low productivity growth. Growth in emerging market and developing
economies will stabilize at around 5 percent, though with considerable variance between
countries as subdued commodity prices and civil strife weaken prospects for some.
20.

While the overall outlook remains benign, there are many downside risks. There is an
uneasy truce on trade policy, as tensions could flare up again and play out in other areas
(such as the auto industry) with large disruptions to global supply chains. Growth in China
may surprise on the downside, and the risks surrounding Brexit remain heightened. In the
face of significant financial vulnerabilities associated with large private and public sector
debt in several countries, including sovereign-bank doom loop risks (for example, in Italy),
there could be a rapid change in financial conditions owing to, for example, a risk-off
episode or a no-deal Brexit. With weak expansion projected for important parts of the
world, a realization of these downside risks could dramatically worsen the outlook. This
would take place at a time when conventional monetary and fiscal space is limited as a
policy response.

21.

It is therefore imperative that costly policy mistakes are avoided. Policymakers need to
work cooperatively to help ensure that policy uncertainty doesn‘t weaken investment. Fiscal
policy will need to manage trade-offs between supporting demand and ensuring that public
debt remains on a sustainable path, and the optimal mix will depend on country-specific
circumstances. Financial sector policies must address vulnerabilities proactively by
deploying macroprudential tools. Low-income commodity exporters should diversify away
from commodities given the subdued outlook for commodity prices. Monetary policy should
remain data dependent, be well communicated, and ensure that inflation expectations
remain anchored.

22.

Across all economies, the imperative is to take actions that boost potential output, improve
inclusiveness,and strengthen resilience. A social dialogue across all stakeholders to address
inequality and political discontent will benefit economies. There is a need for greater
multilateral cooperation to resolve trade conflicts, to address climate change and risks from
cybersecurity, and to improve the effectiveness of international taxation.

23.

The economic outlook (GDP growth rate and inflation rate) of some countries are shown in
tables 2 and 3 below.

24.

Countries selected are chosen to represent G20, BRINCS, MINT, N-11, Petro-economies
and other large African countries.
Table 4: Real GDP Growth - Selected Countries

Country

Actual

Forecast

2015
3.3
4.9

2016
2.9
5.0

2017
2.1
5.1

2018
2.0
5.2

2019
1.6
5.2

2020
1.9
5.2

2024
2.7
5.3

Turkey

5.2

6.1

3.2

7.4

-2.5

2.5

3.5

United States

2.9

1.6

2.2

2.9

2.3

1.9

1.6

Germany

1.5

2.2

2.5

1.5

0.8

1.4

1.2

United Kingdom

2.3

1.8

1.8

1.4

1.2

1.4

1.6

6.9
2.2
1.2
-3.5
0.9

6.7
3.4
0.4
-3.3
-2.6

6.8
8.1
1.4
1.1
-0.2

6.6
5.6
0.8
1.1
-1.7

6.3
8.8
1.2
2.1
0.4

6.1
5.8
1.5
2.5
2.9

5.5
3.8
1.8
2.2
3.9

2.7

-1.6

0.8

1.9

2.1

2.5

2.6

Mexico
Indonesia

China
Ghana
South Africa
Brazil
Angola
Nigeria

Source: IMF’s World Economic Outlook, April 2019.
25.

BRICS and MINT countries show an average higher growth than G20 and G7 countries over
the period, with Ghana also being particularly better performing. Brazil, Angola and Nigeria
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were in recession in 2016. Brazil and Nigeria moved out of recession in 2017 but Angola
had three years of recession (i.e. 2016 – 2018).
Table 5: Inflation (CPI) - Selected Countries
Country

2015

Actual
2016
2017

2018

Forecast
2019
2020

2024

Mexico
Indonesia
Turkey

2.7
6.4
7.7

2.8
3.5
7.8

6.0
3.8
11.1

4.9
3.2
16.3

3.8
3.3
17.5

3.1
3.6
14.1

3.0
3.0
12.4

United States

0.1

1.3

2.1

2.4

2

2.7

2.2

Germany

0.7

0.4

1.7

1.9

1.3

1.7

2.2

United Kingdom

0.0

0.7

2.7

2.5

1.8

2.0

2.0

China

1.4

2.0

1.6

2.1

2.3

2.5

3.0

Ghana

17.2

17.5

12.4

9.8

9.1

8.4

6.0

South Africa

4.6

6.3

5.3

4.6

5

5.4

5.5

Brazil
Angola
Nigeria

9.0
9.2
9.0

8.7
30.7
15.7

3.4
29.8
16.5

3.7
19.6
12.1

3.6
17.5
11.7

4.1
11.1
11.7

4.0
6
11.0

Source: IMF’s WEO, April 2019
26.

Ghana and Turkey both experienced high inflation rates together with their high real GDP
growth while Angola experienced recession and high inflation rate. Globally, inflation rates
are set to decrease over the next five years as mineral and agriculture prices stabilise.

2.A.2

Africa

27.

The African Economic Outlook, 20182 provides that the Africa‘s economic growth continues
to strengthen, reaching an estimated 3.5 percent in 2018, about the same as in 2017 and
up 1.4 percentage points from the 2.1 percent in 2016. East Africa led with GDP growth
estimated at 5.7 percent in 2018, followed by North Africa at 4.9 percent, West Africa at
3.3 percent, Central Africa at 2.2 percent, and Southern Africa at 1.2 percent. In the
medium term, growth is projected to accelerate to 4 percent in 2019 and 4.1 percent in
2020. And though lower than China‘s and India‘s growth, Africa‘s is projected to be higher
than that of other emerging and developing countries. But it is insufficient to make a dent
in unemployment and poverty. Of Africa‘s projected 4 percent growth in 2019, North Africa
is expected to account for 1.6 percentage points, or 40 percent. But average GDP growth in
North Africa is erratic because of Libya‘s rapidly changing economic circumstances.

28.

East Africa, the fastest growing region, is projected to achieve growth of 5.9 percent in
2019 and 6.1 percent in 2020. Between 2010 and 2018, growth averaged almost 6 percent,
with Djibouti, Ethiopia, Rwanda, and Tanzania recording above-average rates. But in
several countries, notably Burundi and Comoros, growth remains weak due to political
uncertainty. Growth in Central Africa is gradually recovering but remains below the average
for Africa as a whole. It is supported by recovering commodity prices and higher
agricultural output. Growth in Southern Africa is expected to remain moderate in 2019 and
2020 after a modest recovery in 2017 and 2018.

29.

The drivers of Africa‘s economic growth have been gradually rebalancing in recent years.
Consumption‘s contribution to real GDP growth declined from 55 percent in 2015 to 48
percent in 2018, while investment‘s contribution increased from 14 percent to 48 percent.
Net exports, historically a drag on economic growth, have had a positive contribution since
2014 But despite the rebalancing trend, most of the top-growing countries still rely
primarily on consumption as an engine of growth. Inflationary pressures have eased.

2

https://www.afdb.org/fileadmin/uploads/afdb/Documents/Publications/2019AEO/AEO_2019
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Africa‘s average inflation fell from 12.6 percent in 2017 to 10.9 percent in 2018 and is
projected to further decline to 8.1 percent in 2020.
30.

Double-digit inflation occurs mostly in conflict-affected countries and countries that are not
members of a currency union. Inflation is highest in South Sudan, at 188 percent, due to
the lingering economic crisis. Inflation is lowest, at 2 percent or less, in members of the
Central African Economic and Monetary Community and the West African Economic and
Monetary Union and particularly in members of the CFA zone because of its link to the
euro.

31.

Fiscal positions are gradually improving between 2016 and 2018, several countries achieved
fiscal consolidation by increasing tax revenue and, at times, lowering expenditures.
Revenue increases were due partly to higher commodity prices and increased growth, but
several countries also implemented tax reforms. Domestic resource mobilization has
improved but falls short of the continent‘s developmental needs. Although current account
deficits have been deteriorating, total external financial inflows to Africa increased from
$170.8 billion in 2016 to $193.7 billion in 2017, which represents a 0.7 percentage point
increase in net financial inflows as a ratio of GDP (from 7.8 percent in 2016 to 8.5 percent
in 2017). Remittances continue to gain momentum and dominate the other components of
capital flows, at $69 billion in 2017, almost double the size of portfolio investments.

32.

Meanwhile, FDI inflows have shrunk from the 2008 peak of $58.1 billion to a 10-year low of
$41.8 billion in 2017. Underlying factors include the global financial crisis and the recent
rebalancing of portfolios due to rising interest rates among advanced economies. Official
development assistance (ODA) to Africa peaked in 2013 at $52 billion and has since
declined to $45 billion in 2017, with fragile states receiving more ODA as a percentage of
GDP than nonfragile states. All regions saw ODA increase between 2005–10 and 2011–16;
East Africa and West Africa remain the highest recipients.

33.

Africa‘s debt is rising, but there is no systemic risk of a debt crisis by the end of 2017, the
gross government debt-to-GDP ratio reached 53 percent in Africa, but with significant
heterogeneity across countries. Of 52 countries with data, 16 countries — among them
Algeria, Botswana, Burkina Faso, and Mali — have a debt-to-GDP ratio below 40 percent;
while 6 countries — Cabo Verde, Congo, Egypt, Eritrea, Mozambique, and Sudan — have a
debt-to-GDP ratio above 100 percent. The traditional approach to estimating debt
sustainability classifies 16 countries in Africa at high risk of debt distress or in debt distress.
Debt situations in some countries have thus become untenable, requiring urgent actions
whose range and modalities depend on the precise diagnosis of the source of debt distress.
Even so, while debt vulnerabilities have increased in some African countries, the continent
as a whole is not exposed to a systemic risk of debt crisis.

34.

External imbalances have implications for long-term growth Africa‘s external imbalances
have worsened, measured by both the current account and the trade balance. The
weighted average current account deficit was 4 percent of GDP at the end of 2017 (the
median was 6.7 percent) and, despite recent improvement, has been deteriorating since
the end of the 2000s. This could threaten external sustainability and require sharp
adjustments in the future. Based on the balance-of-payments constraint theory (that
external financing gaps must turn into surpluses in the long run to avoid external default or
sharp consumption adjustments), Africa‘s current external deficits may be justified if they
sow the seeds for future surpluses. This will be the case as long as higher imports are
consistently associated with rising capital formation, followed by an increased share of
manufacturing and tradable industries in value added, an improved position in global value
chains, and a gradual repayment of external liabilities.
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2.A.3

Nigerian Economy3

35.

The Nigerian Government has begun addressing macroeconomic imbalances and structural
impediments through the implementation of policies underpinning the Economic Recovery
and Growth Plan. Supported by recovering oil prices, the new Investor and Exporter foreign
exchange window has increased investor confidence and provided impetus to portfolio
inflows, which have helped to increase external buffers to a four-year high and contributed
to reducing the parallel market premium.

36.

Fitch Ratings has affirmed Nigeria's long-term foreign-currency Issuer Default Rating (IDR)
at 'B+' with a negative outlook. Fitch, a global rating agency, explained in a statement
on9th May 2019 that the 'B+' rating it assigned to the country reflected Nigeria's position as
Africa's largest economy and most populous country, its net external creditor position and
its well-developed domestic debt market, low levels of domestic revenue mobilisation and
GDP per capita, and low ranking on governance and business environment indicators. Fitch
stated that the negative outlook further reflected uncertainty about the sustainability of
Nigeria's economic growth momentum as the impact of earlier shocks ease and progress in
addressing high-interest service ratios.

37.

Also, persisting structural and policy challenges continue to constrain growth to levels
below those needed to reduce vulnerabilities, lessen poverty and improve weak human
development outcomes, such as in health and education. A large infrastructure gap, low
revenue mobilization, governance and institutional weaknesses, continued foreign exchange
restrictions, and banking sector vulnerabilities are dampening long-term foreign and
domestic investment and keeping the economy reliant on volatile oil prices and production
as explained in subsequent paragraphs.

38.

Real GDP - after five quarters of negative growth (Q1 2016 to Q2 2017), the Nigerian
economy has returned to positive real growth albeit significantly lower than the rates
observed pre-2016 and some way off the rates envisaged under the ERGP (it should also
be noted that real GDP growth is still negative when viewed per capita). Going forwards,
the IMF sees room for a small improvement, increasing from the current (Q1 2019) rate of
2.0% to 2.7% by 2022, but with downside risks outweighing potential upside. Again, this
outlook is somewhat lower than ERGP and the 2019 FG budget assumptions.

39.

Inflation (CPI)has beenstable at 11-11.5% for the last 11 months as broad money supply
(M3) continues to expand. This is after a profound spike int 2016 as a result of the
devaluation of the NGN:USD rate from 197 to 305 and significantly higher rates on the
parallel market. IMF sees the current rate persisting over the next five years (fluctuating
between 11% and 12%). Whilst this will help erode the real value of the national debt
stock and increase nominal revenues, it will also contribute to higher expenditure inflation.

40.

The national quarterly real GDP growth and year on year inflation rates from January 2013
and April 2019 are shown in figure 2 below.

3

Sources: IMF WEO, April 2019, NBS Reports, CBN Reports, NNPC Reports, OPEC Reports and US
Energy Information Administration Reports.
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Figure 2: Real GDP Growth and Inflation

Data Sources and Trends:
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41.

Foreign Exchange Rate – after the devaluation of the NGN:USD rate from 197 to 305 in
mid-2016, foreign exchange reverses have increased considerably, almost doubling from a
low of US $24 billion in October 2016 to a high of US $47.8 billion in June 2018 (thanks to
improving crude oil prices and the FGN dollar denominated Eurobond issuances in 2017 and
2018). This helped the official NGN:USD rate to stabilise and the convergence of the
various official and unofficial rates (the difference is now less than N60).

42.

The convergence of foreign exchange windows accelerated in 2017 and 2018 resulted in
moving the retail and wholesale rate closer to the rate in the Investor and Exporter
window. This window represents 70-80 percent of the transactions and stayed relatively
stable at around N/$360-365. The CBN‘s increasing intervention in the marketeffectively
moving from being a net purchaser earlier in the year to selling in the latter part of 2018
about 35-40 percent of the foreign exchange traded in the Investor and Exporter
windowhelped keep the rate in check. However, market segmentation remains through the
CBN‘s official window of N/$305 (mainly for petroleum imports and in limited
predeterminedquantities for some banks), increased sales to invisibles, SMEs, and Bureau
de Change (BDCs) (mainly at N/$360) and the retail SMIS window (N/$330-345), distorting
economic decision making.

43.

Notwithstanding the 20% drop in crude oil prices in late 2018 and small shock to
production that lead to a marked decline in reserves, highlighting the ongoing
dependencies of the Nigerian economy to crude oil and its susceptibility to external shocks.
It is envisaged that Federal Government will be motivated to avoid any further significant
devaluations as it implements its strategy to move towards a 60:40 Domestic to Foreign
debt portfolio, attract foreign investment and bring inflation back below 10%.

44.

The NGN:USD exchange rate, which is a key crude oil revenue parameter, for the period
January 2013 to April 2019, along with the benchmarks assumed in the Federal
Government budgets over the same period, are shown in Figure 3 below.
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Figure 3: NGN:USD Exchange Rate

Data Sources and Trends:
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45.

Crude Oil Price – global crude oil prices fluctuate based on the delicate balance of supply
and demand today and in the future. A combination of oversupply (including substitutes
like US shawl gas) and a global demand slump (slowing growth in China and Europe)
caused the prices to crash from well over $100 in late 2014 to less than $30 in January
2016. Thereafter, cuts in supply and an improvement in global economic prospects
(decreased downside risk) helped prices recover. After a sustained increased in prices over
the 30 months from early 2016 to late 2018 (bar a small blip in mid-2017), Bonny Light was
trading at marginally more than $80 per barrel. Another unanticipated supply and demand
mis match caused a 20% drop in prices in January-February 2019. This only serves to
remind authorities of the delicacies and unpredictability that reinforce the rational for a
benchmark that is set significantly below the current / forecast price.

46.

Crude Oil (Bonny Light) Price (spot price and benchmark for the period January 2013 to
April 2019 are presented in Figure 4 below.
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Figure 4: Bonny Light Crude Oil Price
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47.

As indicated in figure 4 above the current price of about $70 is some way off the high of
$114 per barrel recorded in June 2014 – and the outlook into 2020 is that the current price
will be maintained. However, it would be unwise to budget on anything higher than $60 in
2020 and into the medium term. The EIA short-term forecast (June 2019) for 2019 and
2020 (sport prices for Brent Crude and Western Texas Intermediate) implies a price for
Bonny Light of $68.45 and $70.63 respectively. This offers a buffer of less around 15%
compared to the benchmark for 2019 which is lower than the 25% recommended rate.
Price and outlook movements over the next six months should be monitored closely and
benchmark expectations adjusted should another significant drop in prices materialise.

48.

Crude Oil Production continues to fall below the potential (believed to be around 2.4
million barrels per day) (MBPD) and it has done for the last four years. Whilst up to date
production data is not readily available (the latest official figures from NNPC are for
December 2018, DPR has not reported since it‘s 2017 Annual Report), recent press articles
suggest the rate is around 2.0 MBPD at present, and averaged 1.92 MBPD in 2018
according to NNPC (including condensates).

49.

Given the aforementioned lack of buffer against price shocks, a rate of 2.0 seems more
reasonable as a basis for 2019 budget estimates, potentially increasing to 2.1 in 2020 (full
passage and implementation of the PIB should help encourage more investment in the
crude oil sector).

50.

Crude Oil Production (including Condensates) for the period January 2013 to Dec 2018
along with the benchmark is presented inFigure 5below.
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Figure 5: Crude Oil Production

Data Sources and
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51.

ERGP and the Federal MTEF/FSP document are projecting 2.3 MBPD for 2019 and 2.4
MBDP for 2020 – these levels of production have never been sustainably achieved before.
And bringing extra production online may also involve additional costs (exploration) and
involve production sites that incur higher costs.

52.

Monthly distributed Mineral Revenues (Statutory Allocation (SA) and Net Derivation (ND))
to the three tiers of government from January 2013 to April 2019 inclusive are shown in
figure 6 below.
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Figure 6Distributed Mineral Revenues
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53.

The increase in distributable revenues (this is after deduction of excess crude) over the last
18 months is significant – from around N105 billion in December 2016 to N442 billion in
March 2018. The combination of increasing production, price and devaluation of naira have
all contributed to the improvement.

54.

The distribution of N442 billion in March 2018 has only been surpassed on three previous
occasions (October 2011, May 2013, July 2014). However, for the first four months of
2019 the distributable mineral revenue hovered around N300 billion and N350 billion lower
than around N400 billion for corresponding months in 2018.

55.

Gross Companies Income Tax (CIT) revenues, which are distributed as part of Statutory
Allocation, from January 2013 to May 2018 inclusive are shown in Figure below. The
graph also includes linear trend.
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Figure 7: CIT Revenues
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56.

The graph shows the annual spike in distributions (collections from the previous month)
that is in line with the annual tax returns and payment cycle in FIRS. This generally
happens in July. However, the level of collections since the July 2017 spike have been
variable and on average, significantly higher than in previous years (i.e. distributions from
August to May). The total collection from August 2017 to April 2018 is 35% higher than the
collections from August 2016 to April 2017. This may be due to one off collections as part
of the FIRS amnesty programme (which ended in December 2017, and has been extended
to end of June 2018), but these should also result in more corporate tax payers being
brought into the net which will boast tax collections in subsequent years.

57.

There is also a clear upward trend in CIT as shown by the linear trend line (which is useful
given the level of fluctuation). Forecast of CIT for full-year 2019 and for 2020 is still
difficult, it will be easier once the mid-year collections are known.

58.

Customs and Excise duties (NCS), which is distributed as part of Statutory Allocation, and
VAT (which is distributed in its own right), for the period January 2013 to May 2018 are
shown in Figure below.
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Figure 8: NCS and VAT Revenues
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59.

VAT shows a clear upward trend since late-2015. This is to be expected as the general
price level rose quite significantly over the same period, which should transfer straight into
additional VAT (for VAT-able items). There is still a level of monthly volatility that makes it
slight difficult to forecast, however with the economy returning to positive real growth and
inflation staying slightly above 10% for some time, it is anticipated that VAT will continue to
grow in nominal terms.

60.

Exchange rate controls import policy and devaluing Naira may have affected some Customs
receipts. However, there are still some short-term volatility and Federal Revenue reforms
should increase collections in the medium term, but timing of impact uncertain.

61.

Based on the above historical trend and projections by various agencies (NBS, CBN, IMF,
EIA, etc.), an outlook for the remainder of 2019 and 2020-2022 is provided inTable 6below.
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Table 6: 2019-2022 Macroeconomic Outlook

2.A.4

Jigawa State Economy

62.

As contained the previous EFU document that one of the surveys revealed that Jigawa
State was the 10th largest non-oil and gas economy in the country with an estimated GDP
of about N759 billion before the GDP rebase by the National Bureau of Statistics (NBS),
while another estimate put the State‘s GDP at N800billion. However, with so many policies
put in place by the government a lot of economic activities have been taking place which at
best improving the State economy.

63.

The economy of Jigawa State is largely characterized by informal sector activities, with
agriculture as the major economic activity. Over 80% of the population is engaged in
agriculture (farming and animal husbandry).Since 2016, Agriculture and Livestock
Development have successfully been pursuing an agricultural development policy that seeks
to achieve food security with a diversified state economy. Today, Jigawa is among the top
crop producers in Nigeria especially for such crops as rice and sesame. Trade and
commerce are being undertaken on small and medium scale, especially in agriculture
livestock and other consumer goods. Apart from remodelling of economic empowerment
activities in State, other informal sector activities include blacksmithing, leather-works,
tailoring services, auto repairs and many others are being encouraged and supported.
These having been making a lot of impact on the economy of the state.

64.

The most prominent feature of the state economy is the dominance of agriculture and
other informal sector activities including agricultural produce and livestock merchandize,
Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs), wholesale and retail and other skilled work trades.
The formal sector comprises of approximately 600 businesses and it contributes about 70 –
80 percent of output and employs over 3 million people which about fifty percent are
women.

65.

It is believed that government is the largest employer in terms of salaried jobs and the
largest procurer of goods and services. The state economy mainly comprises of SMEs and
nearly 69 percent of households are self-employed. According to an official estimate, the
agricultural sector contributes the major part of the GDP and engages directly and indirectly
more than 70 percent of the population. Crop production is the dominant agricultural
activity and Jigawa State is the 7th largest crop producer in the country with an estimated
value of N644billion (Economic Outlook, Nigeria 2012).

66.

Major rain fed crops grown in Jigawa State include millet, sorghum, cowpea, groundnuts,
sesame, rice, maize, sweet potatoes, Bambara nuts, water melon, cassava and cotton with
a combined annual yield in excess of 2 million metric tons . Dry season crops cultivated
include tomatoes, pepper, onions, wheat, sugarcane, carrots, cabbage, lettuce, maize and a
host of other leafy vegetables. Many farmers also engage in rearing of livestock. Popular
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livestock species in the State include goats, sheep, poultry and cattle with estimated
populations of 2.3 million, 1.8 million, 4.2 million and 1.1 million respectively (JARDA
1993/94 LSR). With over 90% of the State‘s total landmass is considered arable, Jigawa is
one of the most agriculturally endowed States in Nigeria.
67.

However, the State have deposits of over 10 different kinds of solid minerals in commercial
quantities and a relatively small industrial sector largely comprising privatized State-Owned
Enterprises including Crystal Sugar (yet to be commissioned), a Rice Mill in Hadejia, and
Majestic Dairy in Birnin Kudu.

68.

The modern industrial sector is still at an infant stage. SMEDAN estimates the presence of
only 14 medium-scales and slightly above 200 small-scale manufacturing establishments in
the State. The attempt to fast track industrial development in the State through Stateowned agro-allied industries faltered. These included Kazaure Tomato and Citrus Processing
Plant, Gumel Flour Mill, Hadejia Sugar Plant, Atafi Rice Mills and Birnin Kudu Dairy
Processing Plant all of which were eventually privatized after being moribund for more than
a decade. The decision to privatize has resulted in a turn-round for the last two industries
while it is expected that ongoing resuscitation of Sugar Plant will be completed before the
end of 2016. The Export Processing Zone (EPZ) at the border town of Maigatari presents
huge opportunities for the development of SMEs and cross-border trade in all goods –
including light manufactures and value-added agricultural commodities. Licensed in 2000
by NEPZA, the EPZ covered about 6.5 square kilometres with robust and modern
infrastructures to support and sustain light, medium and heavy manufacturing industries
targeting the export market. It has 10 proto-type factory buildings, robust infrastructure
and efficient utility services which present huge opportunities for the development of smalland medium-scale enterprises. Several years after it was licensed, full potentials of the
export processing zone are yet to be achieved as a result of which several options are
being considered to make that possible including privatization, lease or concessioning to
private sector management.

69.

The informal sector is vibrant and diverse, with an estimated 500,000 micro-enterprises
across all economic activities, engaging more than 3 million people and contributing
approximately 70-80% of output. The dominant economic activities are agro-allied;
including grains and food processing, livestock merchandizing, tanning & leather works,
services and trading in household commodities. Other informal sector activities include
blacksmithing, tailoring services, auto repairs, metal works, carpentry, dyeing, and
masonry, quarrying and block/brick-making. The State has a vibrant domestic trade sector,
which is predominantly informal, consisting of thousands of ‗subsistence enterprises‘ but
with huge contributions to the State economy. In addition to those specialized markets at
Sara, Gujungu, Maigatari, Kupsa and Hadejia, dealing in large-scale agricultural
commodities and livestock merchandizing, there are many other regular daily markets
spread across towns and villages in the state. The State has long history of trade-links with
Niger Republic which provides opportunities for cross border trade up to parts of Central
Africa. Formal wholesale and retail trade sector with an estimated value close to N10 billion
remains largely untapped. [Nigeria Economic Outlook 2012]

70.

The State has a good investment climate with strong commitment to continuously get it
improved to enhance the competitiveness of the State to attract private domestic and
foreign direct investments. In addition to the establishment of a one-stop shop for
investment promotion (JigawaInvest) backed by Law of the State House of Assembly, there
is an efficient institutional support mechanism, which coordinates all investment activities to
ensure that investors, both potential and existing receive the best possible support from the
Government. The State's infrastructure is qualitative - a modern ICAO-certified international
airport, suitable for both cargo and passenger transportation, over 2000 km of tarred allseason motorable roads traversing all the nooks and crannies of the State and a railway
track from Kano passing through about one-third of the Local Governments in the State to
Nguru in Yobe State. All these serve to open up the State and improve the ability of firms
to access regional and international markets. In addition, there exists other critical
infrastructure for economic development such as electricity, and information and
communication technology, internet connectivity powered by Galaxy ITT via a broadband
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network also provides enormous potentials for effective communication and information
management, which are essential for both public and private sector operations. Financial
intermediation services have significantly improved over the years through the presence of
many commercial banks in the State and the establishment of a branch of the Central Bank
of Nigeria in the State Capital. There also exist several microfinance banks that mobilize
rural savings and provide finance for entrepreneurs.
71.

While it is widely acknowledged that Jigawa has vast and untapped resources with huge
potentials for regional and international commerce and is indeed favoured to play a leading
role in the Nigerian economy, there are some key development challenges that could
impede on sustained growth and development of the economy. Major development
challenges include the following:

72.

First is the demographic challenge. The State has a fairly large and rapidly growing
population of slightly above 5 million with nearly 51% or 2.8 million people dependent on
the 2.6 million economically active, but not productively-engaged people. While the relative
high proportion of youthful population could turn out to be an economic force that presents
vast opportunities for development if effectively developed and harnessed, it nonetheless
poses a serious social and economic challenge;

73.

Second is the Poverty and Employment Challenge: High incidence of poverty and youth
unemployment has remained a major challenge to development of the State. Even though
poverty is gradually declining, the severity and incidence are still high enough to act as
constraining factor to the development of the state. Absolute poverty has declined from
90.9% in 2007 to 74% in 2012 with 35.6% classified as ‗core poor‘ [NBS: The Poverty
Report]. The NBS has also recorded an unemployment rate of 28.6%, which is much higher
than the national average of about 21% with more than 60% of the economically active
persons unemployed. The challenge posed by these is largely in terms of the social
problems associated with them, the extent of interventions and resources that would be
required to contain them and the fact that a vast reservoir of productive forces has
continued to remain untapped;

74.

The third challenge is that the economy remains relatively small, undiversified and
predominantly informal with thousands of subsistence enterprises. Despite the vast
potentials of the Agricultural sector to create forward and backward linkages, most of the
economic sectors remain isolated with limited linkages and integration. The capacity of the
economy to generate formal, productive employment opportunities is thus limited by its
size and structure.

75.

Fourthly, the state faces a precarious fiscal position largely due to high dependence on
federal transfers for its recurrent revenues with Statutory Allocation and VAT, constituting
more than 85%. IGR constitutes an average of about 15% of the Federal Transfers during
the period of 2012 to 2016. The level of Capital Investments falls short of the requirement
for optimal exploitation of the State‘s vast natural, human and materials resources.

76.

Various policy initiatives are required to effectively respond to the challenges. These would
include the following, among others:
a) Stimulating and channelling investments into productive sectors that infuse new
resources and bring in new technology and ways of production;
b) Igniting the potentials of agriculture and strengthening local resource-based to support
light manufacturing in food processing;
c) Expansion of investments to maintain existing public infrastructure and build new ones;
and
d) Improvement of human resource of the state through functional and effective education
as well as healthcare services and other economic empowerment initiatives;
e) Diversification of the State‘s revenue base through expansion of the tax base to capture
more trades and individuals;
f) Improving spending efficiency and reform of the internal revenue generating machinery
through greater monitoring and controls using modern technology, financial and
accounting methods;
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2.B

Fiscal Update

2.B.1

Historic Trends

Revenue Side
77.

On the revenue side, the document looks at Statutory Allocation, Value Added Tax (VAT),
Internally Generated Revenue (IGR) and Capital Receipts – budget versus actual for the
period 2013-2018 (six year historic) and 2019 budget.
Figure 7: Statutory Allocation
FAAC Statutory Allocation Budget vs Actual: 2013 - 2019
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78.

Statutory Allocation is a transfer from the Federation Allocation Accounts Committee (FAAC)
and is based on the collection of mineral (largely Oil) and non-mineral revenues (companies
income tax, custom and excise duties) at the national level, which is then shared between
the three tiers of government using sharing ratios.

79.

Actual receipts increased from 2013 to 2014 at 1.06% and decreased in 2015 and 2016 at 20.4% and 33.55% respectively. Statutory Allocation increased in 2017 and 2018 by 39%
and 50.14% respectively. The reason for the fall of Statutory allocation in 2015 and 2016
was as a result of the drop in global oil price and drop in oil production in Nigeria.

80.

Budgeting has been relatively accurate in 2013, 2014 and 2015(deviation of less than 7%)
but slightly inaccurate in 2016 and 2017 (over budgeting by 32% and 17% respectively)
and 2018 (under budgeting by 22%).

81.

Going forward, it is important to take into consideration the crude oil benchmark production
and prices, particularly in the light of the recent pronouncement by OPEC to reduce daily
supply and instability in prices.
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Figure 8: VAT
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82.

VAT is an ad valorem tax on most goods and services at a rate of 5%. It is collected by the
Federal Inland Revenue Service (FIRS) and distributed between the three tiers of
government on a monthly basis – partially based on set ratios, and partially based on the
amount of VAT a particular state generated. States receive 50% of the total VAT collections
nationally, from which Jigawa State gets around 2.46568%of the state allocation.

83.

VAT receipts decreased marginally from years 2014 to 2015by-3.6% but began to increase
absolutely from years 2016 to 2018 largely due to the growth in nominal economic activity
in Nigeria. Performance relative to budget (i.e. budget accuracy) has been varied over the
period but the deviation has been reduced with only deviation of 2.8% in 2018.

84.

Forecasts should take into consideration the possible implications of the oil prices on
economic activity in Nigeria – elasticity forecasting will enhance this.
Figure 9: IGR
IGR Budget vs Actual: 2013 - 2019
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85.

Internally Generated Revenue is revenue collected within JigawaState related to income tax
(PAYE represents the highest contributor to IGR), fines, levies, fees and other sources of
revenue within the state.
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86.

From 2013 – 2017 actual collections have been lower than the budget. IGR collections
reduced from N9.18 billion 2013 to N5.74 in 2014 (reduced by -37.53%) and increased to
N11.56 billion in 2015 (increased by 101.54%). IGR also declined in 2016 (by -18.18%)
and increasedmarginally in 2017 and 2018 (by 4.64% and 11.18% respectively). However,
it is worth noting that in all the years PAYE formed the major component of income tax and
is considered as main contributor to the State IGR.

87.

Notwithstanding the increases in economic activities recorded in 2017 and 2018, the State
is yet to attain the IGR collection of 2015 which is N11.56 billion. The State need to review
the IGR systems and processes to ascertain the factors that are responsible for the low
performance on IGR.
Figure 10: Other Federation Account Receipts
Other Federation Account Receipts Budget vs Actual: 2013 - 2019
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88.

Other Federation Account Receipts are other receipts from Federation Accounts which
include Exchange Gain, NNPC refund, Augmentation, etc.

89.

Receipts from this source have been unsteady since 2013. In 2013, 2014, 2016, 2017 and
2018 receipts exceeded budget (i.e. 119.7%, 112.9%, 300.5%, 297.7% and 102%
respectively). As further revealed by the graph, the conservative projections of this class
of revenue were made based on the realities on the ground, however as exogenous
variable which the State has less control the performance turn out be, contrary to our
projections, for the better. Forecasting of receipt from these sources are usually difficult. In
forecasting for 2020 and beyond emphasis should be on current performance in the first
half of 2019.
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Figure 11: Grants
Grants Budget vs Actual: 2013 - 2019
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90.

Grants, Contributions and Reimbursements are expected drawdown from International
organizations such as UNICEF, DFID, World Bank-supported SLOGOR project, etc; Grants
from National Trust Funds such as UBEC Intervention grants, TETFUNDS and Federal
Government MDG-CGS grants; 2% Local Governments Capital contributions for the funding
of State University and Local Governments capital contribution for the State wide projects
and programme and reimbursements from Federal Government for the Galaxy ITT and
Airport.

91.

The chart above, indicates that there was impressive performance of 186.9% and 94.6% in
2013 and 2018, average performance of 58%, 73.5% and 68.6% in 2014, 2015 and 2017,
and abysmal performance of 19.4% in 2016. The high performance of 2013 was as a
result of additional Local Government contribution for Statewide projects in 2013 fiscal
year. While the budgetary provision fall by about 32.3% in 2015 compared with that of
2014 and by about 10% in 2017 compared with that of 2016, the performance was only
about 19.5% in 2016 due to non-payment of UBEC matching grants and emerging
economic recession.

92.

Grant estimates going forward should be consistent with signed agreements; any ―bluesky‖ should be specifically linked to the implementation of specific projects.
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Figure 12: Other Capital Receipts
Other Capital Receipts Budget vs Actual: 2013 - 2019
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93.

Other Capital Receipts is made up of capitalized revenue of parastatals, proceeds from the
sales of houses & rentals, recoveries of workbull programme, sales of condemned stores,
etc. The graph indicates that in 2013 and 2014 the State received insignificant amount
from this source, but less in the remaining years the amount increased particularly in 2017
when the state received N19.24 billion. The State could not, many times, decide when the
funds were to be released; so, the inconsistency in the budget.

94.

The ambitious estimates for 2016 and 2017 was as a result of intention of the State to
recover some amount for the sales of Tricycles to Adamawa State, sales of cleared
Tricycles, sales of 3-star hotel Dutse and Cassava company at kila as well as expected
balances from various project accounts.
Figure 13: Loans / Financing
Loans Budget vs Actual: 2013 - 2019
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95.

Loans comprise of both internal and external loans. Up to 2014, the only internal loan was
that from the Federal Mortgage Bank for Mass Housing Projects in the State while external
loan included the World Bank, IFAD and AfDB for the implementation of Fadama III,
Community-based Agriculture & Rural Development Programme and continuation of
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Fadama II by JARDA; World Bank supported Malaria Control Booster Programme and
Health system Development Fund and World Bank Loan for HIV/AIDS Control Programme.
96.

Loan was not taken in 2013 and 2014 poor performance in all the years was based on
anticipated internal loans that we never eventually floated and unconcretized agreement
reached with the creditors by the States. The N12.6 billion estimated for 2015 was based
on CBN loan of N12 billion for socio-economic development and a WB loan for HIV/AIDS of
N200 million. The CBN Loan of N12 billion was fully drawn which makes the performance
very impressive at over 96%. The contributed immensely to the high opening balance in
2016 as the funds was accessed towards the end of the year.

Expenditure Side
97.

On the expenditure side, the document looks at Consolidated Revenue Fund (CRF) charges,
Personnel, Overheads and Capital Expenditure – budget versus actual for the period 20132018 (six years) and 2019 budget.
Figure 14: CRF ChargesFigure 15: CRF Charges
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98.

Consolidated Revenue Funds (CRF) Charges are expenditure which consisted of personnel
costs for statutory officers (the Governor and Deputy Governor, the Auditor General, the
Accountant General and Chairmen & members of the Commissions), pension & gratuities,
loan repayment & servicing as well as recurrent expenditure of the judiciary (Judicial
Service Commission, High Court and Sharia Court).

99.

The targets and performance in all the years indicated a good projection particularly n
2017 and 2018 with variance of less than 3%. CRF expenditure in 2014 increased by
72.14% due to reflection 17% State government contribution to pension new scheme and
increase in the settlement of Public Debt charges. Moreover, the graph indicated that from
2016 to 2019 the approved estimates experienced a high increase because of the
commitment of the State government to service the debts.

100. Strong forecasting ability, to ensure equality in both budget and actuals, should provide for
accurate estimates going forward assuming the debt data is kept up-to-date and regularly
reconciled with the federal Debt Management Office (DMO).
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Figure 16: Personnel
Personnel Expenditure Budget vs Actual: 2013 - 2019
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101. The personnel costs covered the salaries and allowances of civil servants as well as political
& public office holders. As indicated by the graph, personnel costs increased marginally
from 2013 to 2018 with average increase of 5% every year. This is as a result of normal
annual increment, very few recruitments and occasional changes in salary structures and
schedule of allowances.
102. Actual expenditure has been close to budget in all years except 2013 whichwas the last
yearthe State prepared budget without adopting FSP the total resources to fund budget.
Figure 17: Overheads
Overhead Expenditure Budget vs Actual: 2013 - 2019
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103. Overheads comprise mainly of operational and maintenance costs for running day-to-day
activities of the Government. Overhead increased by 8.26% in 2014 and declined by 19.91% in 2015 and further declined by -24.66% in 2016. The government reduced
operational cost in 2015 and 2016 due to sharp reduction in Statutory Allocation caused by
decease in crude oil price and reduction in production particularly in 2016. However, with
the increase of Statutory Allocation in 2017 the operational cost increased.
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104. Overhead expenditure was reduced significantly in the year under review – Deliberate
steps were taken in the year 2016 and 2017 by reducing cost of running government so as
to free up more funds for capital projects in the state.
105. Performance against budget has been very close except for 2015 and 2016. It is
anticipated the current trend will be maintained from 2020 to 2022.
Figure 18: Capital Expenditure
Capital Expenditure Budget vs Actual: 2013 - 2019
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106. Capital expenditure largely consists of projects and programme considered to be the major
source of public investments in infrastructure and human development. As indicated by the
above graph, the budgetary provision decreased from 2013 to 2015 but increase in 2016
and dropped slightly in 2017 to increase again 2018 and 2019.
107. Going by the trend of performance, the chart indicated that 2013 and 2014 performed at
82.34% and 88.65% respectively. The performance was however about 66.58% and
37.07% in 2015 and 2016. The abysmal performance in 2015 and 2016 was not
unconnected with massive revenue shortfalls occasioned by economic recession coupled
with political transition of 2015. In 2017, performance improved (i.e. 87.93%) and the
trend was sustained in 2018 with performance of 82.16%.
108. Prudent forecasting of revenue, and hence the capital development fund, and tight control
on recurrent expenditure, will help both increase the level of capital expenditure and also
improve performance against budget going forwards.
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Figure 19: Capital Expenditure Ratio
Capital Expenditure Ratio Budget and Actual: 2013 - 2019
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109. As indicated in the chart, the capital expenditure ratio was relatively stable and consistent
within 56% to 59% between the periods of 2013 to 2014. However, 2015 saw a quite
significant drop to 50% budget for capital expenditure and 41% of actual expenditure on
capital projects. The 59% and 56% ratio for budget and actual in 2013 was achieved in
2017.
110. It will be observed that in all the years (2013 – 2018) the actual expenditure ratio was
lower than budget ratio.

By Sector
111. Personnel had an impressive performance with overall variance of less than 5% for period
2013-2018. Law and Justice is the only sector out of the 14 sectors that had variance of
43.42% while all other sectors recorded variance of less than 10%.
112. Overhead performance by sector varied over the period 2013-2018. The overall variance
for the period was 25.98% with 11 sectors recording good performance while 3 had
average performance (i.e. Economic empowerment, women & social development, and
urban & regional development).
113. The performance on capital expenditure was not as impressive as performance on
personnel and overhead. Road Development sector is the only sector that had a good
performance (though over performance of 12.65%) while 9 sectors recorded average and
the remaining 4 sectors had average performance for the period 2013-2018.
114. The performance of personnel, overhead and capital expenditure are detailed in tables 6a,
6b and 7 below.
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Table 7: Sector Recurrent Expenditure – Budget Vs Actual
Personnel Expenditure by Sector
No. Sector
1 Road Developmment
2 Agriculture
3 Commerce & Industry
4 Rural Electrification (Energy)
5 Economic Empowerment
6 Education
7 Health
8 Women & Soc. Devpt
9 Information, Culture & Sports
10 Environment
11 Water Supply
12 Urban & Regional Devpt
13 General Administration
14 Law & Justice
Total

2015 Budget
2015 Actual
2016 Budget
2016 Actual
2017 Budget
2017 Actual
2018 Budget
2018 Actual
202,086,000
185,638,522
134,335,000
167,497,053
121,477,000
165,736,111
262,019,000
164,950,386
909,765,000
828,850,170
748,152,000
747,241,071
740,697,000
778,057,291
777,664,000
727,648,336
77,753,000
68,555,495
73,684,000
68,765,596
91,011,000
66,255,038
85,195,000
68,164,366
35,300,000
32,764,976
33,410,000
30,740,938
29,148,000
26,696,368
28,674,000
26,099,631
67,306,000
62,241,814
64,625,000
58,794,964
62,782,000
54,700,088
60,378,000
56,808,884
7,339,413,000
7,137,949,733
7,757,932,000
7,377,547,387
7,710,220,000
7,567,070,142
8,846,321,000
8,117,464,197
8,789,168,000
9,126,832,546
9,392,825,000
9,421,638,790
9,337,940,000
9,495,898,134
9,532,296,000
9,167,681,217
74,952,000
75,426,694
79,932,000
74,922,946
73,238,000
75,630,774
83,490,000
73,907,511
378,569,000
374,850,780
338,360,000
359,929,839
344,072,000
372,025,758
352,120,000
321,307,263
419,521,000
359,838,294
395,176,000
354,218,155
353,037,000
348,232,451
405,232,000
412,024,017
445,451,000
441,353,113
434,475,000
412,554,588
427,457,000
403,993,185
439,060,000
407,440,532
187,343,000
168,264,483
274,695,000
163,495,899
220,728,000
209,775,779
216,834,000
199,994,998
2,531,655,000
2,583,544,125
2,420,085,000
2,083,849,975
2,450,549,000
2,715,036,791
5,158,827,000
4,095,569,809
164,038,000
152,918,941
135,314,000
139,032,871
1,260,780,000
154,447,635
1,340,188,000
1,191,719,193
21,622,320,000 21,599,029,686 22,283,000,000 21,460,230,072 23,223,136,000 22,433,555,545 27,588,298,000 25,030,780,340

Performance Average Budget Average Actual
94.99%
0.76%
0.76%
97.03%
3.35%
3.40%
82.94%
0.35%
0.30%
91.92%
0.13%
0.13%
91.16%
0.27%
0.26%
95.41%
33.42%
33.36%
100.43%
39.12%
41.11%
96.24%
0.33%
0.33%
101.06%
1.49%
1.58%
93.73%
1.66%
1.63%
95.36%
1.84%
1.84%
82.43%
0.95%
0.82%
91.38%
13.26%
12.68%
56.48%
3.06%
1.81%
95.57%
100.00%
100.00%

Overhead Cost Expenditure by Sector
No. Sector
1 Road Developmment
2 Agriculture
3 Commerce & Industry
4 Rural Electrification (Energy)
5 Economic Empowerment
6 Education
7 Health
8 Women & Soc. Devpt
9 Information, Culture & Sports
10 Environment
11 Water Supply
12 Urban & Regional Devpt
13 General Administration
14 Law & Justice
Total

2015 Budget
2015 Actual
2016 Budget
2016 Actual
2017 Budget
2017 Actual
2018 Budget
2018 Actual
1,055,400,000
1,063,150,051
870,000,000
938,667,560
1,236,000,000
1,164,241,131
1,250,200,000
1,185,939,802
50,200,000
32,264,899
37,200,000
24,756,828
25,200,000
45,079,157
37,200,000
47,357,560
25,200,000
51,350,475
15,600,000
18,111,532
54,050,000
37,874,952
56,000,000
19,780,984
175,000,000
149,694,578
160,000,000
118,691,159
160,400,000
164,768,908
164,000,000
176,684,480
12,000,000
7,487,000
9,000,000
992,607
7,200,000
6,292,085
9,800,000
5,806,800
5,070,400,000
4,017,179,205
5,455,500,000
3,597,741,883
5,812,800,000
4,101,785,314
6,593,722,000
5,492,482,899
710,000,000
692,944,511
583,900,000
520,658,415
584,730,000
594,378,663
660,116,000
589,616,214
284,000,000
264,645,527
1,479,200,000
596,801,482
831,959,000
464,841,201
553,000,000
579,020,160
276,400,000
195,229,486
190,700,000
115,645,943
158,400,000
160,366,729
191,460,000
187,616,926
73,800,000
53,485,530
35,600,000
42,467,004
47,400,000
57,839,661
47,400,000
43,436,162
874,100,000
724,908,054
750,000,000
871,699,875
966,500,000
1,124,961,990
967,100,000
1,076,194,912
115,000,000
92,642,968
84,900,000
73,132,650
80,400,000
313,263,000
85,850,000
93,676,842
10,883,780,000
7,247,001,445
8,930,427,000
4,486,829,007
8,509,761,000
7,283,143,983
13,221,252,000
8,543,559,548
132,400,000
159,870,657
90,973,000
48,398,452
72,200,000
72,771,618
384,900,000
265,646,821
19,737,680,000 14,751,854,386 18,693,000,000 11,454,594,397 18,547,000,000 15,591,608,392 24,222,000,000 18,306,820,110

Performance Average Budget Average Actual
98.65%
5.43%
7.24%
99.77%
0.18%
0.25%
84.27%
0.19%
0.21%
92.48%
0.81%
1.01%
54.15%
0.05%
0.03%
75.04%
28.24%
28.63%
94.44%
3.13%
3.99%
60.52%
3.88%
3.17%
80.65%
1.01%
1.10%
96.59%
0.25%
0.33%
106.75%
4.38%
6.32%
156.42%
0.45%
0.95%
66.34%
51.16%
45.85%
80.34%
0.84%
0.91%
74.02%
100.00%
100.00%
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Table 8: Sector Capital Expenditure – Budget Vs Actual
Capital Expenditure by Sector
No. Sector
1 Road Developmment
2 Agriculture
3 Commerce & Industry
4 Rural Electrification (Energy)
5 Economic Empowerment
6 Education
7 Health
8 Women & Soc. Devpt
9 Information, Culture & Sports
10 Environment
11 Water Supply
12 Urban & Regional Devpt
13 General Administration
14 Law & Justice
Total

2015 Budget
2015 Actual
2016 Budget
2016 Actual
2017 Budget
2017 Actual
2018 Budget
2018 Actual
9,950,000,000
10,850,382,350
19,949,000,000
14,637,309,733
21,200,000,000
26,877,999,446
18,203,000,000
25,702,342,878
1,750,000,000
1,205,531,561
7,400,000,000
764,984,132
6,070,000,000
4,478,756,816
9,323,000,000
2,155,310,180
500,000,000
127,466,777
2,140,000,000
1,033,861,646
1,940,000,000
107,286,170
215,500,000
110,397,232
170,000,000
107,024,557
540,000,000
21,193,279
800,000,000
132,159,149
795,000,000
1,016,270,185
500,000,000
91,783,900
1,200,000,000
38,498,000
730,000,000
620,461,398
430,000,000
276,745,985
7,450,000,000
4,103,228,842
13,620,000,000
5,782,830,597
16,530,000,000
13,141,225,536
17,742,500,000
14,050,292,521
2,550,000,000
1,912,580,828
2,715,000,000
1,404,856,165
6,750,000,000
3,748,449,388
6,702,000,000
4,338,432,248
206,500,000
4,950,000
164,000,000
26,065,000
245,000,000
63,362,102
2,235,250,000
1,022,551,090
580,000,000
327,080,505
895,000,000
122,582,121
260,000,000
168,735,492
444,000,000
149,829,343
477,000,000
149,755,254
543,000,000
9,012,000
340,000,000
143,782,261
689,300,000
217,107,014
1,500,000,000
957,496,233
3,917,000,000
547,102,566
6,300,000,000
5,439,258,482
7,677,350,000
2,701,597,956
13,350,000,000
5,424,079,556
11,725,000,000
1,646,558,449
2,716,000,000
2,056,068,752
935,150,000
3,683,305,495
2,877,000,000
2,092,646,832
3,704,000,000
539,512,257
3,217,000,000
2,150,995,189
5,507,950,000
2,897,915,635
89,000,000
14,590,246
178,000,000
46,044,852
388,000,000
210,881,686
234,000,000
122,737,629
41,949,500,000 27,368,597,441 68,690,000,000 26,620,410,797 67,486,000,000 59,339,421,867 71,134,000,000 58,444,835,391
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Performance Average Budget Average Actual
112.65%
27.80%
45.45%
35.06%
9.85%
5.01%
28.76%
1.92%
0.80%
55.39%
0.92%
0.74%
35.93%
1.15%
0.60%
67.00%
22.20%
21.59%
60.93%
7.51%
6.64%
39.18%
1.14%
0.65%
35.26%
0.87%
0.45%
25.36%
0.82%
0.30%
49.73%
7.78%
5.62%
44.59%
11.52%
7.46%
50.18%
6.14%
4.47%
44.35%
0.36%
0.23%
68.91%
100.00%
100.00%

% 2020
40.00%
12.00%
1.20%
0.70%
1.80%
12.50%
5.80%
0.20%
2.50%
0.60%
4.80%
12.50%
5.00%
0.40%
100.00%

2.B.2
115.

Debt Position
A summary of the consolidated debt position for Ondo State Government is provided in
the table below.
Table 9: Debt Position as at 31st December 2018

Debt Sustainability Analysis
A DSA RATIO SCENARIOS:
Solvency Ratios
1 Total Domestic Debt/Total Recurrent Revenue
2 Total Domestic Debt/IGR
3 Total External Debt/Total Revenue
4 Total Public Debt/Total Revenue
5 Total Public Debt/State GDP Ratio
Liquidity Ratios
6 External Debt Service/Total Revenue
7 Total Debt Service/Total Revenue
8 Domestic Debt Service/IGR
B
1
2
3

Sustainability Thresholds

PUBLIC DEBT DATA AS AT 31st DECEMBER 2018
Total Domestic Debt
Total External Debt
Total Public Debt

4 Total Domestic Debt Service 2018
5 Total External Debt Service in 2018
6 Total Public Debt Service

50%
150%
50%
100%
40%
10%
15%
10%

As at 31st December 2018
Percentage
39.55%
319.34%
6.72%
46.26%
No GDP Figure Available
0.13%
22.17%
177.99%
2018 Actual
Naira
35,163,169,800
5,972,654,056
41,135,823,856
19,598,789,701
114,519,888
19,713,309,589

C STATE GDP FOR 2018
1 State GDP

0

116. By December 2018, the State‘s total public debt was N41,135,823,856 broken into
N35,163,169,800 for domestic debt and N5,972,654,056 for external debt. The State is
considerably below the upper-limits for total domestic debt to total recurrent revenue, total
external debt to total revenue, and external debt service to total revenue. However, the
solvency ratios with regards to domestic debt to IGR, and liquidity ratio of total debt service
to total revenue and domestic debt service to IGRare higher than the upper limits.
117. From a liquidity and solvency viewpoint, the State Government is in a position to take on
more debt from external sources only to finance capital expenditure. The state needs to
improve its internally generated revenue in order to increase its ability to raise loan from
internal sources.
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Section 3
3.A
118.

Fiscal Strategy Paper

Macroeconomic Framework
The Macroeconomic framework is based on IMF national real GDP growth and inflation
forecasts from the April, 2019 World Economic Outlook document, and mineral
benchmarks (oil price, production and NGN:USD exchange rate) from the 2019-2021
Federal Fiscal Framework.
Figure 20: Jigawa State Macroeconomic Framework

Macro-Economic Framework
Item
National Inflation
National Real GDP Growth
Oil Production Benchmark (MBPD)
Oil Price Benchmark
NGN:USD Exchange Rate
Other Assumptions
Mineral Ratio

3.B

2020
11.70%
2.50%
2.2000
$60.00
305

2021
11.30%
2.40%
2.2000
$60.00
305

2022
11.40%
2.70%
2.2000
$60.00
305

35%

36%

38%

Fiscal Strategy and Assumptions

Policy Statement
119.

The JSG Fiscal Policy Statement is based on its Fiscal Responsibility Law which advocates
"sound Public Expenditure and Financial Management in the state". Specifically. This is to
be achieved through:
a.

Emphasis on achieving a more favourable balance for capital expenditure, through
restraining the increasing trend in recurrent expenditure;

b.

Aligning state government's income and expenditure by keeping spending limits
within the dictates of available resources and within a fiscally sustainable debt
position;

c.

Ensuring strict adherence to 'due-process' in budget execution as well as
accountability, transparency and prudence in the entire public financial
management process;

d.

Boosting IGR in accordance with the recently submitted business case of BIRS; and

e.

Ensuring that the budget process is pursued within a framework that supports
strategic prioritization and rational resources allocation and in accordance with the
overall development policy objectives of the State.

Objectives and Targets
120.

The key targets from a fiscal perspective are:
a.

It is desired to have a higher proportion of capital expenditure compared to
recurrent expenditure;

b.

Increments in personnel expenditure of between 2.5% to 5% annually is
maintained taking into account the succession plan;

c.

Maintain overhead costs within reasonable limit that allow for optimal service
delivery;

d.

Comply with TSA policy to ensure that all revenue collected in the State including
that of Parastatals and Institutions are captured in the same net;
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e.

3.C

Emphasize on completion and commissioning of ongoing projects for the benefit of
the people.

Indicative Three-Year Fiscal Framework

121. The indicative three-year fiscal framework for the period 2020-2022 is presented in the
table below.
Table 10: Jigawa State Medium Term Fiscal Framework
Recurrent Revenue
Statutory Allocation
VAT
IGR
Excess Crude / Other Revenue
Total Recurrent Revenue

2020
54,179,387,911
14,425,038,843
15,500,000,000
2,600,000,000
86,704,426,754

2021
60,279,632,618
16,177,650,206
16,250,000,000
2,600,000,000
95,307,282,823

2022
65,694,801,824
18,269,123,452
16,650,000,000
2,600,000,000
103,213,925,276

Recurrent Expenditure
CRF Charges
Personnel
Overheads
Total

6,048,000,000
28,500,000,000
20,769,000,000
55,317,000,000

6,170,000,000
29,250,000,000
21,807,450,000
57,227,450,000

6,295,000,000
29,500,000,000
22,243,599,000
58,038,599,000

Transfer to Capital Account

31,387,426,754

38,079,832,823

45,175,326,276

Capital Receipts
Grants
Other Capital Receipts
Total

7,743,170,000
29,489,000,000
37,232,170,000

7,647,427,000
28,202,600,000
35,850,027,000

7,769,100,000
30,890,000,000
38,659,100,000

1,170,509,761
1,127,157,548
2,297,667,309

1,286,648,318
1,238,994,677
2,525,642,995

1,393,387,991
1,341,781,029
2,735,169,020

68,321,929,445
55,698,759,445
12,623,170,000

73,404,216,828
61,076,789,828
12,327,427,000

83,099,257,256
70,050,157,256
13,049,100,000

2,000,000,000

2,000,000,000

2,000,000,000

125,936,596,754

133,157,309,823

143,873,025,276

19.19%
7.75%
55.15%
1.59%

9.92%
3.45%
56.06%
1.50%

8.30%
1.42%
58.69%
1.39%

Reserves
Contingency Reserve
Planning Reserve
Total Reserves
Capital Expenditure
Discretional Funds
Non-Discretional Funds
Net Financing
Total Budget Size
Ratios
Growth in Recurrent Revenue
Growth in Recurrent Expenditure
Capital Expenditure Ratio
Deficit to Total Expenditure

3.C.1

Assumptions

122. Statutory Allocation – the estimation for statutory allocation is based on an elasticity
forecast taking into consideration the macro-economic framework (National) and the
mineral assumptions in the 2019-2021 Federal Fiscal Strategy Paper. It is based on
historical mineral revenues flows and elasticity-based forecast using national Real GFP and
Inflation data.
123. VAT - is based on elasticity forecast using the combined change in GDP and inflation rate.
The estimate for 2019-2021 is in line with the current rate of collections (i.e. 5%). This
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forecast should be revisited if there are any changes to the VAT rates as proposed in the
ERGP 2017 – 2020.
124. Other Federation Account Distributions–the estimation is based on the current receipt
(i.e. from January to May 2019). Furthermore, it is anticipated that new administrations will
press FAAC for excess crude distributions in 2020 to fund new minimum wage.
125. Internally Generated Revenue (IGR) – the estimation is own value which is calculated
based on the current growth rate marked up slightly to factor the current
administration‘sreform initiatives to grow IGR.
126. Grants – The internal grants are based on the actual receipts for 2018 and performance
from January to April 2019. External grants are based on signed grant agreements with the
World Bank, UNICEF, EU, etc.
127. Financing (Net Loans) – The internal and external loans are projections based on signed
agreement.
128. Consolidated Revenue Fund Charges - This includes public debt charges (which is
external debt servicing) which is changing in the medium term. The estimation is own value
determined based on the debt servicing costs (principal and interest repayment) for 20202022.
129. Personnel – It is anticipated that the new minimum wage will impact on the wage bill
from fourth quarter of 2019. The projection is own value calculated to take into
consideration of the new minimum wage.
130. Overheads – Overhead has been relatively stable over the last five years. It is anticipated
that the status que will remain. Consequently, the estimation is own value calculated using
the current growth rate.
131. Capital Expenditure – is based on the balance from the recurrent account plus capital
receipts, less than planning and contingency reserve as outlined above.

3.C.2

Fiscal Trends

132. Based on the above envelope, plus actual figures for 2013-2018 (using the same basis for
forecasting as noted above), the trend from historical actual to forecast can be seen for
revenue and then expenditure in the line graphs below.
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Figure 21: Jigawa State Revenue Trend
Revenue Trend: Actual 2013 - 2018 and Forecast 2019 - 2022
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30,000
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10,000

0

2013 Actual

2014 Actual

2015 Actual

2016 Actual

2017 Actual

2018 Actual

2019 Forecast

2020 Forecast

2021 Forecast

2022 Forecast

Stat.Allocation

42,680,239,196 43,132,505,671 34,332,101,198 22,812,364,292 31,709,046,907 47,606,969,772 45,190,945,785 54,179,387,911 60,279,632,618 65,694,801,824

VAT

9,302,960,585

9,542,644,221

9,198,657,925

9,279,657,710

11,290,404,233 12,857,551,733 12,512,000,000 14,425,038,843 16,177,650,206 18,269,123,452

Total IGR

9,188,712,783

5,740,252,022

11,568,869,232

9,465,219,658

9,903,946,297

Other Federation
13,171,949,046 11,288,825,431
Account Receipts
Capital Receipts

0

11,011,179,307 12,439,000,000 15,500,000,000 16,250,000,000 16,650,000,000

13,220,260,075 19,348,991,667 17,438,241,530

2,600,000,000

2,600,000,000

2,600,000,000

2,600,000,000

14,981,524,993 11,729,381,815 38,055,413,960 27,431,783,384 42,441,046,902 35,183,491,692 54,170,000,000 39,232,170,000 37,850,027,000 40,659,100,000
Year
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Figure 22: Jigawa State Expenditure Trend
Expenditure Trend: Actual 2013 - 2018 and Forecast 2019 - 2022
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2020 Forecast

2021 Forecast

2022 Forecast

Personnel Costs 17,692,967,096 18,649,647,803

2013 Actual

2014 Actual

19,662,196,386

19,656,125,540

20,634,627,703

22,197,517,203

24,928,864,000

28,500,000,000

29,250,000,000

29,500,000,000

Overheads

18,710,780,571 20,256,748,063

16,222,881,950

12,222,067,348

19,721,843,462

20,413,801,405

19,780,000,000

20,769,000,000

21,807,450,000

22,243,599,000

Cap. Ex.

49,604,809,820 47,694,049,011

27,368,597,441

26,620,410,797

59,339,421,867

58,444,835,391

73,648,284,221

68,321,929,445

73,404,216,828

83,099,257,256

CRF Charges

2,430,905,495

2,996,428,492

5,006,851,259

5,596,988,154

6,743,595,573

6,627,136,000

6,048,000,000

6,170,000,000

6,295,000,000

4,184,448,734

Year
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3.D

Local Government Forecasts

133. Based on the Macroeconomic assumptions in section 3.1, the forecasting techniques noted
in section 3.2 and the vertical and horizontal sharing ratios, the Federation Account
revenues have been forecasted for the 27 Local Governments (LGs) of Jigawa State. In
addition, LG share of IGR of the IGR estimate contained in the State Fiscal Framework
(Table 9 above). Forecasts for 2020 are as follows:
Table 11: Local Government FAAC and IGR Share Estimates for 2020
Local Government
Council
AUYO
BABURA
BIRNIN KUDU
BIRNIWA
GAGARAWA
BUJI
DUTSE
GARKI
GUMEL
GURI
GWARAM
GWIWA
HADEJIA
JAHUN
KAFIN HAUSA
KAUGAMA
KAZAURE
KIRI-KASAMMA
KIYAWA
MAIGATARI
MALAM MADORI
MIGA
RINGIM
RONI
SULE TAKARKAR
TAURA
YANKWASHI
Total

3.E

Statutory Allocation
Share

VAT Share

0.1074%
0.1270%
0.1576%
0.1192%
0.1023%
0.1003%
0.1408%
0.1182%
0.1035%
0.1094%
0.1522%
0.1125%
0.0950%
0.1305%
0.1468%
0.1076%
0.1139%
0.1188%
0.1227%
0.1238%
0.1159%
0.1063%
0.1305%
0.0965%
0.1211%
0.1102%
0.1021%
3.1919%

IGR Share

0.0965%
0.1128%
0.1354%
0.0987%
0.0855%
0.0891%
0.1210%
0.1009%
0.0912%
0.0929%
0.1267%
0.0949%
0.0909%
0.1173%
0.1263%
0.0957%
0.1029%
0.1093%
0.1053%
0.1068%
0.1028%
0.0958%
0.1094%
0.0849%
0.0963%
0.0965%
0.0888%
2.7746%

0.3364%
0.3978%
0.4937%
0.3734%
0.3204%
0.3143%
0.4412%
0.3703%
0.3244%
0.3427%
0.4767%
0.3524%
0.2975%
0.4089%
0.4599%
0.3371%
0.3567%
0.3720%
0.3844%
0.3877%
0.3632%
0.3331%
0.4088%
0.3023%
0.3795%
0.3451%
0.3198%
10.00%

Statutory Allocation
1,520,645,091
1,798,484,032
2,231,967,732
1,688,222,676
1,448,642,326
1,421,079,652
1,994,805,691
1,674,178,585
1,466,469,334
1,549,245,029
2,155,089,726
1,593,394,782
1,345,084,924
1,848,776,305
2,079,400,051
1,848,776,305
1,612,680,896
1,681,997,982
1,737,750,481
1,752,776,263
1,641,999,908
1,506,139,388
1,848,362,118
1,366,879,417
1,715,596,892
1,560,326,679
1,445,837,160
45,534,609,425

2020
Other Federation Account

VAT
395,335,253
462,129,263
554,527,934
404,400,280
350,039,085
364,940,030
495,519,245
413,093,156
373,532,846
380,429,042
518,725,117
388,766,444
372,187,311
480,555,105
517,387,481
391,784,902
421,221,662
447,578,526
431,244,274
437,214,483
421,150,567
392,195,672
448,018,260
347,778,972
394,324,127
395,121,091
363,525,155
11,362,725,287

72,973,826
86,306,964
107,109,296
81,015,662
69,518,505
68,195,807
95,728,191
80,341,704
70,374,000
74,346,301
103,420,018
76,464,991
64,548,917
88,720,426
99,787,767
73,134,824
77,390,508
80,716,946
83,392,438
84,113,506
78,797,490
72,277,716
88,700,550
65,594,807
82,329,315
74,878,095
69,383,889
2,169,562,460

Share of State IGR

Total Transfer

52,134,674
61,660,264
76,522,069
57,880,000
49,666,089
48,721,115
68,391,069
57,398,504
50,277,281
53,115,210
73,886,339
54,628,866
46,115,667
63,384,513
71,291,351
52,249,695
55,290,082
57,666,589
59,578,040
60,093,193
56,295,272
51,637,352
63,370,313
46,862,882
58,818,514
53,495,140
49,569,915
1,550,000,000

2,041,088,844
2,408,580,522
2,970,127,032
2,231,518,618
1,917,866,005
1,902,936,603
2,654,444,197
2,225,011,949
1,960,653,462
2,057,135,583
2,851,121,200
2,113,255,084
1,827,936,819
2,481,436,351
2,767,866,650
2,365,945,727
2,166,583,147
2,267,960,043
2,311,965,234
2,334,197,445
2,198,243,237
2,022,250,128
2,448,451,242
1,827,116,079
2,251,068,849
2,083,821,005
1,928,316,119
60,616,897,172

Fiscal Risks

134. 106.
The analysis and forecasting basis as laid out above implies some fiscal risks,
including but not limited to.
Table 12: Fiscal Risks
Risk

Likelihood

Impact

Reaction

Militancy/Pipeline vandalism
that could lead to reduction
in daily oil production

Medium

High

Dependence on Statutory allocation
and Mineral derivation is crucial to the
budget, however, clear prioritisation of
projects in the capital budget is
required. Increased IGR effort to
decrease reliance on federal transfers
and seeking alternative means of
funding (grants, PPP etc.)

Security situation country

Medium

High

The estimates for VAT and Statutory
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wide could affect economic
activity and oil production,
resulting in risk to VAT and
Statutory Allocation

are not overly ambitious. In addition,
clear prioritisation of projects in the
capital budget is required. Increased
IGR effort to decrease reliance on
federal
transfers
and
seeking
alternative means of funding (grants,
PPP etc.)

Risks associated to debt
financing

Low

Medium

Use of external borrowing to finance
budget deficit

Floods,
farmers/Fulani
herdsmen crises and other
natural disasters impact on
economic
activity
and
hence IGR tax base, and
causing increased overhead
expenditure

Medium

Medium

Increased investment to increase
climate resilience (flood control and
irrigation), improved security situation,
adaptation, and awareness

Floods and other natural
disasters
impact
on
economic
activity
and
hence IGR tax base, and
causing increased overhead
and capital expenditure

Medium

Medium






Monitoring of Early Warning
Signing (EWS) and effective
communication between State
Government
and
Hadejia
–
Jama‘are River Basin Authority
Contingency reserve to be used as
financial mitigation.
Access to ecological fund from
Federal Governments.
Effective utilization of SEMA and
Federal Emergency Management
Agency (NEMA).

Increase in the cost of
procurement couple with
dwindling revenues for
policy
implementation.
Continuing downward trend
of capital expenditure ratio
based on the recurrent
costs growing at a faster
pace
than
recurrent
revenue

Medium

Low

JSG to take pro-active measures to
limit the growth in personnel and
overhead costs, and boost IGR to
increase
recurrent
revenue
performance

Tendency
of
creditors,
donors and FMF to alter
management of loans and
grants which could affect
draw down by states

Low

Low

Prioritise expenditure to complete
projects, or shift implementation to a
period when sufficient funding is
available

135. It should be noted however that no budget is without risk. The ongoing implementation of
the 2019 budget should be closely monitored, as should the security situation and impact of
the fiscal and economic outlook.
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Section 4
4.A

Budget Policy Statement

Budget Policy Thrust

136. The Policy Thrust of the budget is consistent with the overall policy objectives and priorities
of the State as encapsulated in the Second Edition of the State Comprehensive
Development Framework is pursuit of policies that promote inclusive economic growth,
improvement of basic human development indicators, socioeconomic empowerment as well
as ensuring appropriate integration of Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) into sectoral
programmes. Accordingly, a key priority of the budget over the medium term is
topromoterapid growth of the real sectors of the state's economy notably agriculture and
MSMS Enterprises both of which are critical tojobs andwealth creation as well assustainable
poverty reduction. In addition,of governance reforms will be pursued to deepen
transparency, accountability and enhance the effectiveness of public institutions. Specific
priority objectives include:

4.B

a.

Diversification of the State‘s economy through agriculture to achieve food security,
job creation, and poverty reduction;

b.

Improvement in the Business Environment and Investment Climate for the
development Micro, Small and Medium scale enterprises;

c.

Provision of robust and functional physical infrastructure [including roads and
transportation, Information & Communication Technology (ICT)];

d.

Pursuit of targeted youths and women empowerment and other poverty reduction
programmes in a gender conscious and socially inclusive manner;

e.

Active support to the private sector to attract private domestic and foreign direct
investment; as well as Business Development Support services for Micro, Small &
Medium Scale Enterprises;

f.

Continuous improvement in access to - and quality of - public services, including
educational infrastructures and Health Care Delivery Systems at all levelsand in an
inclusive manner;

g.

Broadening on-going governance reforms particularly in the area of Policy and
Strategy; Public Expenditure and Financial Management; and Public Service
Management particularly IPSAS adoption, M & E and IFMIS upgrade.

Sector Allocations (3 Year)

137. The total revenue forecast (recurrent revenue and capital receipts) for 2020 fiscal year as
explained in Section 3.C above is N125,936,596,754.00. Out of this the sum
ofN1,170,509,761.00 isset asideas contingency reserve. Based on this therefore, the
budget size for 2020 fiscal year is N124,766,086,993.00 of which the sum of
N55,317,000,000.00 will be for recurrent expenditure,N68,321,929,445.00 will be for
capital expenditure, and N1,127,157,548.00 will be for planning reserve that will be
allocated to sectors at bilateral discussion stage to fund critical expenditure items not
envisaged at the stage of issuing budget call circular.
138. The capital expenditure component of N68,321,929,445.00 is in two parts the
discretionary capital expenditure of sum of N55,698,759,445.00 that will be spent across
all MDAs and non-discretionary capital expenditure ofN12,623,170,000.00which is
specifically earmarked for projects and programmes inHealth, Education, Infrastructure,
Agriculture, Water Supply, Urban & Regional Dev, Women & Social Dev. and General
Administration. The non-discretionary amount is in the form of loans and grants.
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139. The indicative capital allocation (envelope) to the sectors for 2020-2022 are as shown in
Table 13below.
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Table 13: Indicative Sector Expenditure Ceilings 2020-2022 – Capital

Capital Expenditure by Sector
Sector
Road Developmment
Agriculture
Commerce & Industry
Rural Electrification (Energy)
Economic Empowerment
Education
Health
Women & Soc. Devpt
Information, Culture & Sports
Environment
Water Supply
Urban & Regional Devpt
General Administration
Law & Justice
Total

% 2020 2020 Allocation
40.00% 22,279,503,778
12.00% 6,683,851,133
1.20%
668,385,113
0.70%
389,891,316
1.80% 1,002,577,670
12.50% 6,962,344,931
5.80% 3,230,528,048
0.20%
111,397,519
2.50% 1,392,468,986
0.60%
334,192,557
4.80% 2,673,540,453
12.50% 6,962,344,931
5.00% 2,784,937,972
0.40%
222,795,038
100.00% 55,698,759,445

Discretional
Non-Discretional
% 2021 2021 Allocation % 2022 2022 Allocation 2020 Allocation 2021 Allocation 2022 Allocation % 2020 2020 Allocation
38.00% 23,209,180,135 36.25% 25,393,182,005
0
0
0 32.61% 22,279,503,778
13.00% 7,939,982,678 12.40% 8,686,219,500 3,725,000,000 3,725,000,000 3,725,000,000 15.24% 10,408,851,133
1.50%
916,151,847 1.60% 1,120,802,516
0
0
0 0.98%
668,385,113
0.90%
549,691,108 0.60%
420,300,944
0
0
0 0.57%
389,891,316
2.00% 1,221,535,797 2.15% 1,506,078,381
0
0
0 1.47% 1,002,577,670
12.30% 7,512,445,149 12.30% 8,616,169,342 2,652,100,000 2,964,100,000 2,994,100,000 14.07% 9,614,444,931
6.15% 3,756,222,574 8.00% 5,604,012,580 2,285,000,000 2,335,000,000 2,435,000,000 8.07% 5,515,528,048
0.35%
213,768,764 0.40%
280,200,629
60,000,000
60,000,000
60,000,000 0.25%
171,397,519
2.00% 1,221,535,797 1.50% 1,050,752,359
0
0
0 2.04% 1,392,468,986
0.70%
427,537,529 0.75%
525,376,179
0
0
0 0.49%
334,192,557
6.00% 3,664,607,390 6.25% 4,378,134,828 1,039,070,000
933,327,000
975,000,000 5.43% 3,712,610,453
12.10% 7,390,291,569 12.15% 8,511,094,107 2,500,000,000 2,250,000,000 2,800,000,000 13.85% 9,462,344,931
4.50% 2,748,455,542 5.10% 3,572,558,020
362,000,000
60,000,000
60,000,000 4.61% 3,146,937,972
0.50%
305,383,949 0.55%
385,275,865
0
0
0 0.33%
222,795,038
100.00% 61,076,789,828 100.00% 70,050,157,256 12,623,170,000 12,327,427,000 13,049,100,000 100.00% 68,321,929,445
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Total Capital Allocation
% 2021 2021 Allocation
31.62% 23,209,180,135
15.89% 11,664,982,678
1.25%
916,151,847
0.75%
549,691,108
1.66% 1,221,535,797
14.27% 10,476,545,149
8.30% 6,091,222,574
0.37%
273,768,764
1.66% 1,221,535,797
0.58%
427,537,529
6.26% 4,597,934,390
13.13% 9,640,291,569
3.83% 2,808,455,542
0.42%
305,383,949
100.00% 73,404,216,828

% 2022 2022 Allocation
30.56% 25,393,182,005
14.94% 12,411,219,500
1.35% 1,120,802,516
0.51%
420,300,944
1.81% 1,506,078,381
13.97% 11,610,269,342
9.67% 8,039,012,580
0.41%
340,200,629
1.26% 1,050,752,359
0.63%
525,376,179
6.44% 5,353,134,828
13.61% 11,311,094,107
4.37% 3,632,558,020
0.46%
385,275,865
100.00% 83,099,257,256

4.C

Considerations for the Annual Budget Process

140. The budget call circular should include the following instructions to MDA's for the annual
budget submissions:
141. Each MDA should follow the steps below in preparing its 2020 budget:
a)

2019 ongoing projects that will spill over to 2020 fiscal year should first be considered as
priority Projects

b)

New projects that are considered critical and the same have been captured in the MTSS
should only be reflected in the budget

c)

Resource constrain provided in form of budget ceiling should guide the allocation to
priority projects

142. Capital Expenditure:It is advised that MDAs should ensure that all ongoing projects that are not
likely to be completed and paid for in 2019 are considered as priority and capturedin their 2020
Budget. Should the ongoing projects exceed budget ceilings, the 2020 budget is to be limited to
the amount. It may also be slightly increased from budget reserve if considered necessaryin
achieving government policy objectives. MDAs should also ensure that New Projects should be
admitted into the budget and have appeared in the MTSS. For new projects, each Sector should
work with its respective MDAs to reassess and roll-over its Medium-Term Sector Strategy (MTSS)
against the State Comprehensive Development Framework II (CDF II) where Sector
development priorities are prioritized based on portion of the Sector capital ceilings allocated to
the MDAs under the sector. Sector Planning Team (SPT) of each sector and MDA budget
committee may wish to hold internal management meetings to ensure a coherent strategy, but
these must be aligned with overall sector priorities as defined in the MTSS as agreed during the
Strategy meeting.
143. Allocate resources: Resource constraint should guide the allocation. Resources should be
channelled or allocated to highest priority activities under eachproject and follow sequential in
term of priority until the budget ceiling is exhausted. The ceiling is the expenditure limit that
guide the allocation base on priority considerations. Should there be discretional resources in
form of grant or loan which go with some condition to finance specific project of the MDAs that
should form an additional resources over and above the ceiling.All those projects that are
important but not accommodated by the ceiling should be considered in subsequent year of
MTSS and can roll-over to the next year until its completion.
144. The following will be helpful to keep in mind as you assess each activity within the budget:
a)

General - Budget estimates should be prepared for all units, sub-units and facilities in
the organizations for which the MDA is responsible

b)

Personnel Costs - All staff on the payroll, including Political, Public office holders must be
properly reflected in a Staff List that should accompany the proposal submission.

c)

Personnel cost estimates should consider any changes in staffing levels including annual
increments, promotions, retirement, etc.

d)

Only critical position and areas of new recruitment should be reflected in the proposal as
guided in the call circular.

e)

Pending clearance of new recruitment to MDAs approved by Office of the Head of
Service which may not likely be concluded before the end of year 2019 should be
reflected and submitted in the propose establishments.

f)

Capital Expenditure - Capital expenditure estimates should be linked with MTSS and
Comprehensive Development Framework II (CDF II).

g)

In a situation where the drawdown of the specified funds is conditional and depend on
the provision of Counterpart funds, that should be clearly indicated in the submission.
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Section 5

Summary of Key Points and
Recommendations

145. Below summarises the key points arising fromthis document:
a.

Jigawa State to sustain the current Budget reforms particularly as it relates to the
preparation of a realistic budget. Experience has shown that using appropriate forecasting
methods andstrengthening the policy-plan-budget linkages through the top-down/bottomup budgeting approach has enhanced budget realism.

b.

Based on the macroeconomic and other assumptions the indicative budget size of N125,
936,596,754 for 2020 Fiscal Year is considered realistic and should therefore be
maintained throughout the budget stages with little or no change especially if nothing
material occurs to affect the underlying assumption.

c.

There should be consistent effort to monitor performance of mineral based revenues to
ensure estimates are consistent with the latest development both domestically and
globally and within the context of Federal Government‘s budget process and policy
direction. For instance, if the benchmark price of crude oil in the Federal FSP is lower or
higher than $60 per barrel used herein and IMF, World Bank, OPEC and USEnergy
Information Administration Reports validates the oil price benchmark provided in Federal
FSP, the state should revisit the assumptions and recalculate statutory allocation
accordingly.

c.

The efficiency of recurrent expenditure should be improved so as to create space to
accommodate more spending for capital expenditure. In addition,more sources of funding
capital projects should be explored.

d. There should also be need to expand the local revenue base of the state over the medium
and long-termperiod in order to improve the State‘s fiscal sustainability.
e. Based on the current debt portfolio Jigawa is among the least indebted states in the
country. Consideration can therefore be given to acquire concessional loans from the multilateral financial institutions in order to financehigh return capital projects.
f.

The planning reserve should be specifically dedicated to take care of any shortfall arising
from the introduction of the New Minimum Wage and any other critical project or
programme of government.
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